
Fun Skills Level 5 Student’s Book Answer Key 
 
Unit 1 
 
Listening task 1 
2 Which places would you like to see? 
6 Which games do you like to play? 
10 Which music do you think sounds cool? 
 
Reading and Writing task 3 
B 3 C 4 D 11 E 1 F 8 G 12 
 
Listening task 4 
Age: 10 
Favourite colour: orange 
Cool music: a band called Pink Violin 
Sister(s) / brother(s): one sister, Lucy 
Dream holiday: the beach for a week 
Favourite sport: football 
 
Listening task 1 
1 Katy 2 Holly 3 Rob 4 Oliver 
 
Vocabulary task 2 
Positive adjectives: funny, interesting, popular, cool, tidy, 
kind 
Negative adjectives: lazy, boring, untidy 
Katy: interesting, cool, unfriendly 
Holly: kind, untidy 
Rob: funny, lazy 
Oliver: popular, boring, tidy 
 
Vocabulary task 3 
1 boring 2 kind 3 unfriendly 4 popular 5 cool 
 
Reading task 5 
Top profile: Rob 
Bottom profile: Katy 
 
Reading task 6 
Rob’s profile is fewer than 50 words long, it includes things about himself, it focuses on positive things and it doesn’t 
repeat words. 
 
Unit 2 
 
Reading task 1 
1 Two 2 Some 3 dictionary 4 bottle 
 
Listening task 2 
The glasses are on the shelf. 
 
Listening task 3 
Lines drawn between: 
1 Sarah – the girl with the dictionary 
2 Emma – the girl with the rainbow poster 
3 Jim – the boy with jumbled letters on his screen 
4 David – the boy wearing a rucksack 
 
Reading task 4 
2 D 3 B 4 C 5 A 6 E 
 
Reading task 5 
Crossed out: 2, 4, 5 
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Reading task 6 
1 something that 2 meal that 3 place where 4 animal that 5 place where 
 
Writing task 7 
Suggested answers 
screen: a part of a computer where you look at pictures and words 
crocodile: a big green animal that lives in rivers, has a long tail and is dangerous 
library: a place where you can go to read books and study 
camera: something that you use to take photos 
farm: a place where there are sheep and cows 
 
Reading task 1 
2 geography 3 history 4 maths 5 languages 6 science 7–10 Learners’ own answers 
 
Reading task 2 
1 maths 2 history, geography, science, languages, French 3 music and art 
 
Reading and Listening task 6 
MARIA: Red: … my favourite subjects are history, art and maths. 
Black: It’s more than two thousand years old and I think that’s amazing. I love all the square shapes, which are called 
cubes. 
JACK: Red: My favourite subjects are science and languages. 
Black: I really love this photo because the woman is wearing some special glasses that computer scientists invented. 
 
Unit 3 
 
Reading task 1 
1 D 2 A 3 C 4 B 5 E 
 
Reading and Writing task 2 
1 February March April July August October December  
2–5 Learners’ own answers 
 
Listening task 3 
International Left-handers Day 
The boys’ friends tried using some of his left-handed things (scissors, a computer mouse and a guitar). 
 
Listening task 4 
both use both choose 
 
Speaking task 1 
Learner’s own answers 
 
Vocabulary task 2 
things (nouns): flags, minutes, walls, afternoon 
actions (verbs): won, made, scored, clapped 
what / like (adjectives): foggy 
 
Reading task 3 
1 flags 2 walls 3 made 4 afternoon 5 won 
 
Our fun school festival 
 
Listening task 4 
1 C 2 B 3 B 4 A 5 C 
 
Unit 4 
 
Vocabulary task 1 
Suggested answers 
birthday bracelet card cereal box glue present problem scissors shop T-shirt 
 
Speaking task 3 
Suggested answers 
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Picture 1 1 in the kitchen 2 reading a message 3 Frank is really pleased, Holly is a little worried. 
Picture 2 1 outside a shop 2 reading a sign 3 a little worried 
Picture 3 1 at home 2 getting a cereal box, cutting up a T-shirt 3 very creative / clever 
Picture 4 1 at home 2 making a card and a bracelet 3 very creative / clever 
Picture 5 1 in the living room 2 giving the present (bracelet) to their mum 3 really pleased 
 
Speaking task 4 
Suggested story 
Frank and Holly are in the kitchen. They are reading a message on the fridge. It says ‘Remember! Mum’s birthday 
today!’. 
They’re at the shop now, but it’s closed today. They’re feeling a little worried. 
Now Frank and Holly are at home. They’ve got some ideas. 
Holly is cutting an old T-shirt. Frank is going to make something from an old cereal box. 
Frank is making a card from the box. Holly is making a bracelet from the T-shirt. They’re feeling clever and very 
creative. 
They are giving the bracelet and the card to Mum. She loves her present and card. Everyone is really pleased. 
 
Vocabulary task 5 
Suggested answers 
wool: soft; cheap; natural; sweaters, gloves, scarves, socks 
glass: hard; expensive; natural and synthetic; bottles, glasses, windows, table tops 
card: hard; cheap; synthetic; cards, boxes, tickets  
wood: hard; cheap; natural; chairs, tables, floors, boxes, doors 
paper: hard and soft; cheap; synthetic: books, envelopes, letters, magazines, newspapers 
plastic: hard and soft; cheap; synthetic; spoons, plates, toothbrushes, combs, chairs 
 
Speaking task 6 
wool: 1–5 years glass: 1 million years 
card: 2–3 months wood: 13 years 
paper: 1 month plastic: perhaps 500 years 
 
Speaking task 7 
Suggested answers 
1 It’s better to walk and cycle as much as possible. It’s better for our bodies and it’s better for the planet. 
2 It’s better to take a bag to carry our shopping home because plastic bags are bad for the planet. 
3 It’s better to put things into different bins because then we can recycle the different materials. 
4 It’s better to take a (quick) shower because we use less water. 
 
Writing task 1 
Suggested answers 
I can see a picture. It’s made from belts and keyboard letters. 
I can see lights. They’re made from bottles. 
I can see a table. It’s made from a door. 
I can see a chair. It’s made from skis. 
I can see a clock. It’s made from a spoon and a fork. 
I can see plant pots. They’re made from bottles. 
I can see a dress. It’s made from plastic bags. 
 
Speaking task 2 
Suggested answers 
In picture A, the table is white and rectangular. In picture B, it is brown and round. 
In picture A, the picture has got the word ‘welcome’ in it. In picture B, it hasn’t got a word in it. 
In picture A, the shells on the crown are blue and brown. In picture B, they are pink. 
In picture A, the clock is made from a fork and a spoon. In picture B, it’s made from a knife and a spoon. 
In picture A, the chair is made from skis. In picture B, it’s made from skateboards. 
In picture A, there are plants in the two plastic bottles on the wall. In picture B, there are no plants and the bottles are 
both under the clock. 
In picture A, the lights are made from glass bottles and there are four of them. In picture B, they are made from 
umbrellas and there are only three. 
 
Listening task 4 
The word ‘DESIGN’ is missing from the picture. 
There is one umbrella light missing. 
 
Speaking task 5 
The vase is made from a glass bottle. 
The robot is made from cardboard boxes. 
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The puppet is made from a sock, buttons and wool. 
 
Reading task 6 
They chose the sock. 
 
Speaking task 7 
Suggested answers 
Glass bottle 
Put water in to drink. 
Make a lamp. 
Use it as a paperweight. 
Put a message inside. 
Put money inside for your next holiday / project. 
Put different-coloured sand or salt inside and make a beautiful decoration. 
 
Unit 5 
 
Listening task 1 
1 endangered animal 2 extinct animal 3 environment 
 
Reading task 2 
1 Some 2 smaller 3 like 4 other 5 where 6 after 
 
Reading task 4 
1 They have white fur so seals can’t see them in the snow. 
2 Big ships are dangerous because they can hurt the environment the bears live in. Plastic is dangerous because it can 
hurt polar bears. 
3 Don’t throw away plastic. Walk or cycle when you can. Tell your friends about polar bears. 
 
Listening task 1 
1 black beetle 2 red frog 3 orange and black snake 4 yellow and black jaguar 
 
Writing task 2 
Suggested answers 
Fur: bear, cat, dog, monkey, mouse, tiger, bat, kangaroo, lion, panda, rabbit 
Wings: eagle, bee, chicken, duck, fly, parrot, penguin, beetle, butterfly, some dinosaurs, swan 
Spots: cat, cow, frog, fish, lizard, snail, beetle, butterfly, tortoise, octopus, snake 
Stripes: bee, tiger, fish, frog, jellyfish, lizard, snake, snail, cat, beetle, butterfly 
 
Speaking task 3 
The nest is in the top right corner. There are blue birds’ eggs in it. 
 
Speaking task 4 
Suggested answers 
The snake, the jaguar and the tiger have spots and stripes so it is hard to see them in the forest. (The butterfly and the 
tortoise could also be described as looking like their environment.) 
 
Speaking task 5 
1 a snake 2 a lion 3 an insect 4 a fish 
 
Reading task 6 
Suggested answers 
lion / colour / grass 
insect / colour, shape / leaves 
fish / colour, stripes / coral 
 
Speaking task 8 
Suggested answers 
Tigers, polar bears, beetles, tortoises and butterflies use camouflage. 
 
Unit 6 
 
Speaking task 1 
Lines drawn between: 
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B – 5 C – 2 D – 6 E – 1 F – 4 
 
Reading task 2 
1 Volleyball, D 2 Chess, E 3 Skiing, A 4 Snowboarding, B 5 golf, C 
 
Reading task 4 
Snowboarding, rollerskating / rollerblading 
 
Reading task 5 
1 F 2 F 3 T 
 
Writing task 6 
Suggested answers 
Winter sports: snowboarding, skiing, ice hockey, chess, sledging 
Summer sports: tennis, badminton, table tennis, baseball, swimming, hockey, sailing, volleyball 
 
Vocabulary task 1 
snow + lemon + egg + duck + golf + ice + net + glue = sledging (photo A) 
 
Listening task 2 
2 Leaf 3 ten 4 coat 5 chocolate 6 safe 
 
Listening task 3 
1 Jane went sledging and then she had a glass of grape juice. 
2 George played golf and then he had a glass of orange juice. 
 
Reading task 4 
Learners number the sentences 3, 1, 4, 2. 
 
Listening task 5 
(numbers indicate correct order from task 4) 
1 sunny 2 big 3 delicious 4 quickly 
 
Writing task 6 
Suggested answers 
Picture A: children playing volleyball, park, sunny day, picnic, birds 
Picture B: parrots, net, flew away, children angry, shouting 
Picture C: good idea, used picnic blanket as net, playing volleyball again 
 
Writing task 7 
Suggested answer 
One sunny day, some children were playing volleyball in the park. Then some parrots took the volleyball net. A girl and 
a boy gave the volleyball players their picnic blanket. Then the children could play volleyball again. 
 
Unit 7 
 
Speaking task 1 
1 cushions 2 balloons 3 a key 4 plates 5 a shelf 6 olives 7 toothpaste 
 
Reading task 2 
1 singular (this) 2 plural (these) 3 plural (these) 4 singular (this) 5 plural (these) 6 singular (this) 
 
Reading task 3 
1 toothpaste 2 plates 3 balloons 4 a cushion 5 olives 6 a key 
 
Writing task 4 
Suggested answers 
1 You use shampoo when you wash your hair in the shower. You use it in the morning. 
2 You cut meat and vegetables with a knife. A knife is usually made of metal. 
3 You eat strawberries in the summer / for dessert. Strawberries are red. You eat strawberries with cream or ice cream. 
 
Speaking task 6 
Suggested answers 
1 Chopsticks are different because we use them in pairs. / Keys are different because we don’t use them to eat with. 
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2 A shower is different because it isn’t in the kitchen. 
3 A mat is different because we stand on it. / A cushion is different because it isn’t flat. 
4 A comb is different because it isn’t a liquid. / Toothpaste is different because you don’t use it on your hair. 
 
Listening task 7 
Lines drawn between: 
cheese – please pies – fries pancakes – milkshakes honey – money 
 
Writing task 8 
1 stomach-ache 2 honey, money 3 please, cheese 4 pies, fries 
 
Reading task 1 
1 colours 2 usually 3 sweet 4 everything 5 pies 6 air 7 snack 
 
Speaking task 2 
Dragon fruit 
1 pink or yellow 
2 hundreds of 
3 sweet 
4 flesh and seeds 
5 in pieces 
Strawberries 
1 red 
2 about 200 
3 sweet 
4 everything 
5 in jam and fruit salads 
 
Vocabulary task 3 
Suggested answers 
You can wash: a car, your face, your hands, clothes, dishes, a dog, the floor 
You can clean: your bedroom, windows, the classroom, your teeth, your shoes, your desk 
You can tidy: the classroom, your bedroom, the house, the living room, the kitchen 
 
Reading task 4 
The following boxes should be ticked: 
The food we like, Our home, Helping at home 
 
Listening task 5 
Boy: Family buys food at the supermarket. He washes the plates, knives and forks, and makes his bed. 
Girl: Family buys food at a farm. She puts the things on the table and makes her bed. 
 
Unit 8 
 
Speaking task 1 
Suggested answers 
1 (picture A) This person is under the water, in the sea. (picture B) This person is outside in the countryside. (picture C) 
This person is in Paris, France. 
2 (picture A) a fish (picture B) an animal or a bird (picture C) a view 
3 Learners’ own answers 
 
Reading task 2 
Photographer A 
 
Reading task 3 
1 an octopus 
2 swimming in the ocean and taking pictures 
 
Listening task 4 
1 B 2 A 3 C 
 
Reading task 6 
A 3 B 1 C 2 D 6 E 4 F 5 
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Reading task 7 
1 A, B 
2 A, B, C 
3 A, B 
 
Writing task 8 
Suggested answer 
My favourite photo is of my mother sitting outside. I took it in our garden last summer. I took the photo with my sister’s 
mobile phone. I have photos on the walls of my house. My family has lots of photos online, too. 
 
Speaking task 1 
Suggested answer 
Ying Yue Li is a helicopter pilot. One day, she visited Harry’s school. The children met her outside the school. They 
were very excited. Ying Yue told the children stories. They were happy because they liked the stories. Some journalists 
filmed the conversation. The next day, Harry looked at the newspaper. There was a photo of his class on the front! 
 
Reading task 2 
1 stories 2 questions 3 with 4 made / filmed 5 cameras 6 are 
 
Unit 9 
 
Speaking task 1 
1 chemist 2 bank 3 restaurant 4 theatre 
A theatre B chemist C chemist D bank E restaurant 
 
Listening task 2 
1 C 2 A 3 B 4 E 
 
Reading task 3 
1 left 2 straight on 3 right 
 
Listening task 4 
1 theatre 2 chemist 3 theatre 4 restaurant 5 bank 6 restaurant 
 
Speaking task 1 
The Shard 4 Tower Bridge 1 Tate Modern 2 Shakespeare’s Globe 3 
 
Reading task 2 
1 opens in the / can open in the 2 a lift / a fast lift 3 had lunch / had their lunch / ate lunch / ate their lunch 4 a museum 5 
looks old 6 went / travelled back to (the) 
 
Reading task 3 
Museo Soumaya 
1 Museum 
2 Fernando Romero 
3 Learners’ own answers (depending on the date), but over 25 years old 
4 Around 16,00 pieces of metal on it 
5 Lots of amazing paintings 
Palacio de Correos de México 
1 Post office 
2 Adamo Boari 
3 More than 100 years 
4 Metal and stone 
5 Was a bank and a museum 
 
Reading task 4 
1 designed 2 interesting 3 made 4 more, old 5 finished 6 inside 
 
Unit 10 
 
Listening task 2 
Learners colour the striped butterfly yellow and pink, the hill with the castle brown and the stream blue. They write Tom 
on the tent on the left. 
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Reading task 4 
B 4 C 2 D 1 
 
Reading task 5 
2 U 3 D 4 D 5 U 6 U 7 D 8 D 
 
Reading task 2 
2 E – ‘I’m tired,’ said Sam. ‘Let’s stop and have a snack.’ Jane agreed. So they sat on a stone, next to the cave and had 
some bananas. 
3 D – ‘What’s that?’ asked Jane. She pointed at a green tail that was coming out of the cave. 
4 B – ‘Oh no!’ said Sam. ‘It’s a dragon! I read a book about them. They live in caves and they’re really scary! We should 
go, before the dragon starts a fire.’ 
5 C – ‘Wait, Sam!’ said Jane. ‘I don’t think it’s a dragon. I think it’s a big lizard.’ She was right. Dragons are mythical 
animals but lizards live all over the world! 
 
Unit 11 
 
Listening task 1 
A 18% (B 14%) C 35% D 30% E 15% 
Most popular answer: To meet new people (35%) 
 
Reading task 2 
1 B 2 C 3 D 4 E 5 A (suggested answer) I like speaking to people in a different language. 
 
Writing task 4 
Learners’ own answers 
 
Speaking task 5 
Learners’ own answers 
 
Speaking task 6 
1 a car 2 a tractor 3 a motorbike 4 a bicycle 5 a rocket 6 a plane 7 a train 8 a ship 
 
Speaking task 7 
Suggested answers 
in space: A rocket, because it’s the only thing that can fly in space. 
in the snow: A tractor, because it’s got big wheels and it’s safer. 
for a long journey: A plane is the quickest, a ship when you have time and like sailing. 
for a short journey: A bicycle, because it’s better for you to cycle to keep fit. 
 
Reading task 1 
Top picture: Paragraph 2 
Bottom picture: Paragraph 4 
 
Writing task 2 
1 helicopter, hot-air balloon, plane (in any order) 
2 tractor, ambulance 
 
Reading task 3 
2 Sometimes, the journey is very long because the countrywhere he has to work is very far. 
3 … he had to fly in a helicopter, jump out and land ... 
4 … the heavy traffic in the city centre. 
5 He and another actor flew … in a hot-air balloon. … the views were wonderful. 
 
Writing task 4 
1 adventures 
2 plane 
3 (yellow) tractor 
4 flew (back) 
5 (sitting) next to 
 
Writing task 5 
Learners’ own answers 
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Unit 12 
 
Writing task 1 
1 space 2 shower 3 towel 4 robot 5 rocket 6 planets 7 aliens 8 spacesuits 9 helmets 10 minutes 
Vertical word: astronauts 
 
Reading task 2 
Slide 2: Hello zero gravity! Slide 3: Arms down! Slide 4: Enjoy the views! Slide 5: Super-fast food! Slide 6: Quick 
travel! 
 
Speaking task 3 
Suggested answers 
Slide 2: An astronaut on a spaceship in zero gravity, e.g. floating. 
Slide 3: An astronaut sitting with their arms crossed and their hair standing on end. 
Slide 4: A beautiful view of the Earth through the spacestation window. 
Slide 5: An astronaut putting a meal in the oven or adding sauce to some food. 
Slide 6: The space station orbiting Earth. 
 
Listening task 4 
1 science 2 English 3 strong 4 friendly 
 
Writing task 1 
Suggested answers 
Picture 1: The class sat on the floor and talked to two astronauts on a video screen. 
Picture 2: The children played guitars and sang with the astronauts. 
Picture 3: The children and the astronauts did some exercises together – it was very difficult in space! 
 
Reading task 1 
1 C 2 E 3 A 4 B 5 D 
 
Writing task 4 
Suggested answer 
Today was really exciting! In the morning, we texted some questions to the astronauts in the space station. It was 
amazing when they sent back some answers. We learned a lot about what it is like in the space station. I was surprised 
because astronauts don’t have any free time at all. I’m not sure I’d like that. 
 
Speaking task 5 
Learners’ own answers 
 
Speaking task 7 
Learners’ own answers 
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Review answer keys and audioscripts
Review Unit 1

14 15

Skills: Reading and Speaking Skills: Reading, Writing and Listening

1    Complete the questions with words from the box. 
Then write your answers to the questions on the lines.

Mark: / 6

2    Complete the defi nitions. Choose the correct words and write 
a word from the box on the line.

1    Match the defi nitions to the correct words. There are two examples.

a playground

a camera

1 a keyboard 

2 a project 

3 a fi eld

4 a station

5 a library

6 a screen

How    How many    What
Where    Which    Who

Example   brothers and sisters have you got? 

1  games do you like to play with your friends? 

2 ’s your favourite subject? 

3  do you get to school? By bus? 

4  do you sit next to at school? 

5  would you like to go on holiday? 

Mark: / 5

How many  I’ve got two sisters and a brother.

Example  My aunt has visited lots of different places and she’s very good at explaining things. I love 
listening to her stories and looking at her photos. She’s a really  person.

1  My computer teacher is really friendly and listens to our questions. He smiles a lot in class and 
helps us learn. He’s very  to us.

2  Our cat, Cloud, loves lying on her blanket for hours. She doesn’t like going for walks or running 
around. She’s a little  !

3  My dad loves making and fi xing computers, machines and bikes. Our basement is full of old things. 
Mum hates going down there because she says it’s very  !

4  My favourite band play great music. They are very rich now and drive very big, fast cars. Their 
songs are very  and you can hear them on the radio every day. 

Mark: / 4

3    Which of the things in the box did Jim write about?

interesting

a popular sport    a new fi lm    
a great video game    a song    

a fantastic TV programme     

cut    fix    give    look up
meet    wait for

languages    art    geography    maths    history    science

Everyone loves the actors because they are really funny. They’re very 
famous and rich now because lots of cinemas are showing this movie! 
The story is very exciting but there are some scary bits in it too!

Jim wrote about  . 

Mark:  / 2

4    Choose one of the other things in task 3 and prepare to tell your classmates about it.

Mark: / 4

Total: / 15

A a place where vegetables grow or animals live

B  something that students do at school when they 
fi nd out lots of information on a topic

C a place where you go and catch a train

D something that people use to write on a computer

E a place where children play before or after lessons

F something that you look at on a phone or laptop

G a place where there are lots of shelves with books 

H something that you can take photos with

Example  a present: something that  / a place where you  to a person when it’s 
their birthday.

1 glue: something that / a place where we use to  broken things

2 a club: something that / a place where you can  your friends to study or do hobbies

3 a dictionary: something that / a place where you can use to  the meaning of words

4 scissors: something that / a place where people use to  paper and other things

Mark: / 4

give

4      Write your answers to these questions about school.

1 What different subjects do you study?

2 What’s your favourite subject? Why do you like it?

3 What time does school start in the morning?

4  Which subject is the most diffi cult, do you think? Which subject is the easiest for you?

Mark:  / 8

Total: / 20

1 Ben studied  .

2 Alice is doing a project in her  class.

Mark: / 2

3    07   Listen to Ben and Alice. What subjects did they study at school today?

Julia

Jim

Review Unit 2

2    Read about Julia’s friends, family and pet and complete 
the sentences with a word from the box.

interesting    kind    lazy
popular    tidy    untidy

Unit 1

READING  Task 1

Suggested answers
1    What / Which I (like to) play (basketball and table 

tennis). / I (like to) play (chess and cards).
2    What My favourite subject is (maths). I like / love 

(science).
3    How I get / come to school by (bus / car / train) / on foot. / 

I walk to school.
4   Who I sit next to (name).
5    Where I’d / I would like to go to (name of place) / the 

beach / mountains.

Total marks: 5 (½ mark per correct question word and 
½ mark per correct answer)

Task 2

1   kind 2   lazy 3   untidy 4   popular

Total marks: 4

Task 3

a new film

Total marks: 2

SPEAKING  Task 4

Learners’ own answers

Total marks: 4 (1 mark for each correct statement or opinion)

Total marks for Unit 1 review: 15

Unit 2

READING  Task 1

1   D 2   B 3   A 4   C 5   G 6   F

Total marks: 6

Task 2

1   something that, fix 2   a place where, meet  
3   something that, look up 4   something that, cut

Total marks: 4

07  LISTENING  Task 3  

1   history 2   art 

Total marks: 2

Track 07
Boy:  In our first class this morning, our teacher told us to 

go online and find out about castles and the people 
who lived in them. We also read about the food they 
ate at that time and where they got their food from.

Girl:  That’s interesting. Well, in our next lesson at ten 
o’clock, we worked on our project. We wrote about 
the colours and shapes in some different paintings.

WRITING  Task 4

Suggested answers
1   I study (science, English, maths, music, geography).
2    My favourite subject is / I like (history) because it’s 

(interesting / fun).
3    School starts / Lessons begin at (nine) o’clock. 
4   I think that (maths) is difficult and for me, (English) is easy.

Total marks: 8 (2 marks per appropriate, comprehensible 
answer)

Total marks for Unit 2 review: 20
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Unit 3

12  LISTENING  Task 1  

1   D 2   B 3   C 4   E 5   F

Total marks: 5 (1 mark per correct answer)

Track 12
Woman:  Do you have any plans for this year, Amy?
Amy:  Yes, lots of plans. I’m just looking at my calendar 

now. It’s my birthday soon – on 20th January. 
1
Woman:  Your birthday. How old are you going to be?
Amy:  12. And my birthday present is a dog!
Woman:  Wow!
Amy:  But I’m not going to get the dog on my birthday. I’m 

going to get it on 10th February.
Woman: How exciting! 

2
Woman: What’s your next plan?
Amy:  Well, in May I’m taking a train to visit my friend Sarah 

in France. I’m staying with her for a week.
Woman:  You’re going to France by train! What date are you 

leaving?
Amy: We’re going on 1st May.
Woman: Lucky you! 

3
Woman:  And what about your favourite sport – sailing? Are 

you going sailing this year?
Amy: Yes. I’m going sailing in July. 

4
Amy:  The most exciting thing this year is that my 

grandmother is coming to stay with us for a month. 
Woman: That’s lovely!
Amy:  She’s taking a plane all the way from America on 

28th November. 

5
Amy:  Then she’s staying with us for the whole of 

December.

1

 : hard and soft, cheap, synthetic

2 

 : hard, cheap, natural

Mark: / 4

3 

 : hard, cheap, synthetic 

4 

 : soft, cheap, natural

24 25

Last week, it was my sister Amy’s birthday
and Mum and Dad gave her a dog.
I wanted to make some creative presents

for Amy’s dog because I think buying presents
is boring. So I looked around our house for 
materials to use. 

First, I found some old pyjamas and I cut them 
into squares. Then I used the squares to make
a lovely, soft blanket. Amy and her dog were
very happy! 

Next, I found some old magazines and 
newspapers and I cut out lots of funny pictures 
of dogs. I stuck all the pictures on a big piece of 
paper to make a funny dog poster. But it wasn’t 
very good and I don’t think Amy liked it very much.

The last thing I found was an old glass bowl. 
I washed it and painted a picture of a dog on it. 
Amy’s dog can use it for drinking water. Amy and 
her dog really liked the bowl. I think it was their 
favourite present from me.

Review Unit 3 Review Unit 4

Skills: Listening and Speaking Skills: Reading and Writing

1    12 Listen to Amy’s plans and draw lines to the correct months or dates.

2    Talk to a friend. Say one thing that you are doing on each of these dates next year. 
 It doesn’t have to be true.

1    Read Ben’s story and answer the questions.

2    Order the letters to fi nd the names of materials. 
Then write them on the correct lines.

owol    owod    citsapl    radc

5

3

20th 
January

1st May

July
10th 

February

28th
November

December

A

B

C

E

D

F

2

1
4

20th January

2nd March

5th April

14th May

12th July

17th August

30th September

11th November

31st December

On 20th January, I’m playing 
golf with my dad.

On 2nd March, I’m taking 
a plane to America.

1 Why did Ben want to make creative presents for Amy’s dog? 

2 Where did Ben fi nd the materials for the presents? 

3 What did Ben make with the pyjamas? 

4 What kind of poster did Ben make? 

5 Which present was made of glass? 

6 Which presents did Amy and her dog like? 

Mark: / 6

3    Choose a material and write fi ve things
that can be made of it. CHECKLIST

 I checked my spelling. 

 My handwriting is clear.

Mark: / 5

Total: / 15

Mark: / 5

Mark: / 9

Total: / 14

Example

SPEAKING  Task 2

Checklist:  
Learners express the date correctly.  
They use the correct grammar to talk about their plans.  
They use full sentences.  
They speak with appropriate fluency and clarity.

Total marks: 9 (1 mark per correct sentence)

Total marks for Unit 3 review: 14

Unit 4

READING  Task 1

1   Because buying presents is boring. 2   In their house  
3   A blanket 4   A funny dog poster 5   The bowl  
6   The blanket and the bowl

Total marks: 6

WRITING  Task 2

1   plastic 2   wood 3   card 4   wool 

Total marks: 4

Task 3

Answers
Total marks: 5 (1 mark per correctly spelled item)

Total marks for Unit 4 review: 15
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Unit 5

READING  Task 1

1   F fur 2   D environment 3   E wings 4   B stripes  
5   C endangered 6   A spots

Total marks: 6

SPEAKING  Task 2

Suggested answers
1    In the first photo, the insect is red with black spots. In this 

photo, the insect is green with white spots.
2    In the first photo, the bees have got black and yellow 

stripes. In this photo, the bees have got purple and blue 
stripes. 

3    In the first photo, the butterfly has got blue wings. In this 
photo, the butterfly has got yellow wings.

Total marks: 9 (3 per answer – 1 mark for spotting the 
difference, 2 marks for each correct sentence describing the 
difference)

Total marks for Unit 5 review: 15

34 35

Review Unit 5 Review Unit 6

Skills: Reading and Speaking Skills: Listening and Writing

1    Match the photos to sentences 1–6. Then complete the sentences with words from the box. 1    Look at the picture in task 2. Write the sports and games you can see.

1 3 5

2 4 6

Mark: / 6

2   18  Listen and match the people to the pictures. Draw lines.

environment    fur    wings    spots    stripes    endangered

A

1

D

B

2

E

3

F

1 This cat has beautiful thick, grey .

2 Polar bears live in a cold with ice and snow.

3 This butterfl y has got blue  .

4 These bees have got black and yellow  .

5 The poison dart frog is an  animal.

6 This insect is red with black  .

Mark: / 6

2    Look and say. What’s different to the photos in task 1? 
3    Choose a sport or game from task 

2 that you would like to try. Draw a 
picture of you doing it and write two 
sentences about it.

In the fi rst photo the insect is red with 
black spots. In this photo the insect is …

CHECKLIST
 My writing makes sense.

  I checked my spelling.

  My handwriting is clear.

This is me on a snowboard. 

I’m jumping very high!

Harry Frank Helen Holly

OliverKaty Michael

C

E

Mark: / 9

Total: / 15

Mark: / 6

Mark: / 3 

Total: / 15

1

4

2

5

3

6

Unit 6

WRITING  Task 1

1   chess 2   golf 3   volleyball 4   sledging  
5   skiing 6   snowboarding 

Total marks: 6

18  LISTENING  Task 2  

Lines drawn between:

Katy – 1 Helen – 4 Michael – 6 Oliver – 2  
Holly – 5 Harry – 3

Total marks: 6

Track 18
Narrator: One.
Man: Are these your friends, David?
David:  Yes! These pictures are of all my friends. They’re all 

doing different things. Look, this picture is of Katy. 
She’s holding her chess board. She’s a great chess 
player.

Narrator: Two.
David:  And here’s Helen on her sledge. She won a race 

that day.
Man: She’s sledging very fast!
Narrator: Three.
Man: Is this your friend Frank on the snowboard?
David: No, the boy on the snowboard is Michael. 
Man: I like his sunglasses!
Narrator: Four.
David:  And the boy who is playing golf is my best friend, 

Oliver. He isn’t very good at golf. He lost his ball that 
day!

Man: Oh dear!
Narrator: Five.
Man: Who’s that girl who’s skiing? She’s having fun.
David: That’s Holly. She’s Helen’s sister.
Man: Her orange skis are amazing!
Narrator: Six.
David: Look, there’s my volleyball team.
Man: Are you in the photo?
David:  No, I wasn’t playing that day, but my brother Harry 

was there. Can you see him?
Man: Is he the tall boy who has the ball?
David: Yes, that’s right.

WRITING  Task 3

Check writing using this checklist: 

My writing makes sense.  
I checked my spelling. 

My handwriting is clear. 

Total marks: 3 (1 mark for a drawing that matches the sport, 
1 mark for each correct sentence)

Total marks for Unit 6 review: 15
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Unit 7

READING  Task 1

1   this, it 2   these 3   these, They

Total marks: 3 (1 mark per question)

23  LISTENING  Task 2  

1   Taste 2   8,000 / eight thousand 3   15 4   sauce

Total marks: 4

Track 23
Man:  Have you got a lot of homework today, Kim?
Kim:  I have to finish my project. I’m going to tell my class 

about grapes tomorrow.
Man:  And where did you find out about grapes, then?  

In a book?
Kim:  No, on the internet! 

Narrator:  Can you see the answer? Now you listen and 
write.

Man:  Which website did you use?
Kim:  Well, the best one was called ‘Taste’, you know, 

T-A-S-T-E.

Man:  I saw more than five kinds of grapes at the 
supermarket today.

Kim::  Did you know that there are over 8,000 kinds 
of grapes?

Man: Really? Wow! That’s amazing!

Kim: Did you know, about 80% of a grape is water?
Man: And how much sugar is there?
Kim: About 15%.

Kim: I made some grape juice today.
Man: Was it good?
Kim:  Yes! And for dinner tonight, I made a sauce.
Man: Great! I’ll put it on my ice cream!

44 45

Review Unit 7 Review Unit 8

Skills: Reading, Listening and Writing Skills: Reading and Writing

1    Complete the sentences with this, these, it or they.

Examples 

balloons  
You can put  around the house when you have a party.

a cushion  
When you sit on an armchair, you can put  behind your back. ’s soft.

1  shampoo  
You use  in the shower when you wash your hair. You often buy  in a bottle.

2  knives  
You have to be careful when you use  to cut food.

3  strawberries  
You can eat  with yoghurt or on their own.  are red with lots of little seeds.

 Mark:  / 3

these

this It

1    Look at the verbs in the box and the things 1-4. Choose two verbs that you can use with 
each thing and write them on the lines. Use all the verbs.

2   23  Listen and write. There is one example.

3    Match the two halves of Mark’s questions. Then, write a sentence to answer  
each question.

3    Look at the photo and complete the sentences about it.

2   Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. Use each word only once.

Example  She told us lots of funny / important stories before she left to go to a funny / an important 
meeting with her engineers.

1  Lots of people are frightened / dangerous of creatures like sharks because they think they are 
frightened / dangerous.

2  In my job, you have to be careful / exciting sometimes, but it’s very careful / exciting and you have 
lots of adventures.

3  My favourite / first photo won favourite / first prize in the magazine’s photo competition.

Mark:  / 3

A  what do you usually 
put inside it?

B  who cooks the food 
for it?

C  do you make your 
bed?

D  when you have a 
shower?

E  when you’re hungry 
and want a snack?

Example Which food do you eat 

  .

1  When you get up, 

  .

2 When your family has a meal at home, 

  .

3 Do you always wash your hair 

  .

4 When you make a sandwich, 

  .

I eat a biscuit or an apple

 answer    tell    write    design    make    enter    ask    play    win    watch

Example    a question

1   a story

2   video games

3   a competition

4   a video

Mark:  / 4

answer ask

In this photo, we can see  .

I think the person is  .

I like  .

We might see this photo in/on  .

 GRAPES PROJECT

Example Found information: on the  

1 Name of website:  

2  There are more than  kinds  
of grapes

3  About  % of a grape is sugar

4  Kim made juice and a  from them.

 Mark:  / 4

internet

Mark:  / 8

Total:   / 15

Mark:  / 8

Total:   / 15

WRITING  Task 3

Suggested answers
1   C – Yes, I make my bed. No, my mum / dad makes my bed. 
2   B – One of my parents cooks the food. / We all cook 
together.
3   D – Yes, I do. / No, (sometimes I only wash my body).
4   A – I like (cheese or meat). / I put (salad) inside.

Total marks: 8 (1 mark per correct match and 1 mark per 
appropriate, comprehensible answer)

Total marks for Unit 7 review: 15

Unit 8

READING  Task 1

Answers can be in any order.

1   tell, write 2   design, play, win, write (any two) 3   enter, 
win 4   watch, make, play (any two) 

Total marks: 4 (½ mark per correctly spelled word)

Task 2

1   frightened, dangerous 
2   careful, exciting 
3   favourite, first

Total marks: 3 (½ mark per correct choice of word)

WRITING  Task 3

Suggested answers
In this photo, we can see a man swimming underwater.
I think the person is a photographer.
I like the colours and the reflections of the water.
We might see this photo in a magazine / on a website.

Total marks: 8 (1 or 2 marks per completed sentence)
2 – The sentence is logical and clearly comprehensible.
1 – The sentence is complete, but you may need to read it 
more than once to understand it.
0 – The sentence is incomplete or totally incomprehensible.

Total marks for Unit 8 review: 15
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Unit 9

READING  Task 1

Monday: chemist  
Tuesday: bridge  
Wednesday: bank  
Thursday: museum  
Friday: restaurant  
Favourite place: museum

Total marks: 6

WRITING  Task 2

Learners’ own answers

Total marks: 3 (½ mark per correctly spelled answer)

SPEAKING  Task 3

Use this checklist to assess the speaking task. (½ mark for 
each tick):
1    Learners use the correct grammar to ask and answer the 

questions about where they went.
2    Learners use full sentences.
3   Learners speak with appropriate fluency and clarity.
4   They use the phrase Can you say that again? if necessary.
5    They take time to listen to each other and allow each other 

time to speak.
6    They make accurate notes for what their partner has 

told them in the third column of the table – with correct 
spelling and clear handwriting.

Total marks: 3

READING  Task 4

1   go straight on 2   turn left 3   turn right 

Total marks: 3

Total marks for Unit 9 review: 15

54 55

Where did Marco go: Marco Me My friend

on Monday?

on Tuesday?

on Wednesday?

on Thursday?

on Friday?

What was his favourite place?

Review Unit 9 Review Unit 10

Skills: Reading and Speaking Skills: Listening and Writing

1    Marco is learning English and doesn’t know all the words. Read 
about his holiday and fi ll in the table with the words in the box.

1    28 Listen and draw lines.

2    Now complete the table for you. It doesn’t have to be true!

3   Work with a friend. Ask and answer questions and complete the table with their answers.

2    Look again and write the correct words.

1 There’s a unicorn in a  . 4 There’s a dragon fl ying near a  . 

2 There’s an eagle sitting on a  .  5 There’s a beetle on a  . 

3 There are some butterfl ies on a  . 6 There’s a fi re next to a  . 

 Mark: / 5

 Total: / 15

chemist    restaurant    bridge    bank    museum

turn right
turn left

go straight on

Last week, there was no school. Here’s what I did each day.

1  On Monday, my sister didn’t feel very well, so I went to a place to buy 
her some medicine.

2  On Tuesday, I wanted to take some photographs of the river. 
I walked to a place where I could take some great pictures of the water.

3  On Wednesday, I went to see my mum at her job. She works at a place where they look after lots 
of money.

4  On Thursday, I wanted to learn about history, so I went to a place where there are lots of 
interesting paintings and other things.

5  On Friday, my sister was feeling better and we all went out for a delicious meal in the evening.

6  I think my favourite was the place I went on Thursday because I saw some beautiful things and 
I learned a lot.

Where did you go on Monday? On Monday, I went to the theatre.

1 A

2
B

3 C

4
D

5

E

6

F

1 2 3
Mark: / 3

Total: / 15

castle

Mark: / 10
Mark: / 12

4    Look and label the directions.

Unit 10

28  LISTENING  Task 1  

2   E 3   A 4   F 5   B 6   C

Total marks: 10 (2 marks per correct match, excluding 
example)

Track 28
There’s a unicorn that’s in a castle.
There’s an eagle that’s sitting on a hill.
There are some butterflies on a tent.
There’s a dragon flying near a wood.
There’s a beetle that’s on a stone.
There’s a fire next to a stream.

WRITING  Task 2

2   hill 3   tent 4   wood 5   stone 6   stream 

Total marks: 5

Total marks for Unit 10 review: 15
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Unit 11

READING  Task 1

1   (a) rocket / spaceship 2   (a) motorbike 3   (a) train  
4   (a) plane 5   (a) tractor

Total marks: 5

33  LISTENING  Task 2  

William – C Sally – E Harry – A Grace – B

Total marks: 4

Track 33
Narrator:  What job would each person in Daisy’s class like 

to do in the future? 
Daisy:  At school today, we talked about jobs that we would 

like to do in the future, Grandpa.
Man: And what would you like to be, Daisy?
Daisy:  Well, you know I love visiting other places. I’d like to 

be a pilot and fly round the world.
Narrator:  Can you see the letter D? Now listen and write a 

letter in each box.
Daisy:  William, the boy who sits next to me, would like to 

work on the railway.
Man: What, as a train driver?
Daisy:  Yes. He loves looking at the countryside out of the 

window.

Man: What about your best friend, Sally?
Daisy: She wants to be a mechanic!
Man: What, she wants to repair cars?
Daisy: No. She loves motorbikes!

Daisy: Harry would like to work on a farm.
Man: So, he can drive a tractor, then?
Daisy: Yes!

Daisy:  And Grace, who’s very clever, wants to be an 
astronaut.

Man:  That’s exciting! She can go into space!
Daisy: Yes!

64 65

Review Unit 11 Review Unit 12

Skills: Reading, Listening and Writing Skills: Reading and Speaking

1    Look at the photos and answer the questions. Write the words for the things you can see. 1    Complete the sentences with the words from the box.

2    33 Listen. What job would each person in Daisy’s class like to do in the future?
Listen and write a letter from task 1 in each box. There is one example.

Daisy D   William   Sally   Harry   Grace 

Mark: / 4

3   Which photo in task 1 didn’t you use to complete the jobs in task 2? 

Mark: / 1

4    Look at the picture. You were the passenger on the plane who met the actor Richard Plant. 
Answer the questions to write the story. Write 20 or more words. You can use the questions 
to help you.

3    Prepare to talk about living in space. Use the photo in task 2 and the coloured words to 
help you answer the questions.

2    Read the text. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines.

A B

ED F

Example Which has an engine and goes along the road? 

1 Which goes into space? 

2 Which has only two wheels? 

3 Which thing do you wait for at a station? 

4  Which thing has wings and can take passengers to another city? 

5 Which do farmers often drive on a farm? 

Mark: / 5

a car

astronaut    rocket    spaceship    aliens    planet    helmet

1  an  : This brave and clever person travels through space in a  or in a  .

2  a  : We live on one of these and it is called Earth.

3  a  : People put this on their head when they are doing dangerous things.

4  : These creatures might live in other places in space, but they are not from Earth!

Mark: / 6

4    Answer the questions in task 3. Tell the class. Use some of the coloured words and words 
like and, or, but, because, after, before, when, then.

Mark: / 4

Total: / 20

dange r ous walk

d i f f er en t

c ar r y
in t e r e s t ing move

sp e c ia l
wa sh

us e

e at

c ook

ho ld

s c ar y

1 Which things are diffi cult to do in space?

2 What’s exciting about being an astronaut?

Mark: / 4

3  Why is it important for astronauts to be strong?

4 Why do astronauts need to be clever?

Example hard  harder  hardest

1 see  sees  seeing

2 feel  feels  feeling

3 do  did  are

4 last  often  only

5 because  but  or

6 above  below  opposite

Mark: / 6

LIVING IN SPACE
The fi rst 24 hours in space are the  . Living in zero gravity is diffi cult! What 
astronauts 1 does not match what their bodies 2  . One strange 
thing is that your hair and arms 3  not stay down next to your body. You 
4  see astronauts with their arms crossed 5  this stops their arms 
from moving up 6 their heads!

hardest

C

The day I met Richard Plant

Was it a long or short trip?

Where did you catch the plane and which airport did you fl y to?

Which seat did you have on the plane?

What was the name of the fi lm that you watched?

What exciting things did Richard Plant do in the fi lm?

What did you and Richard Plant talk about?

Mark:  / 5

Total: / 15

Task 3

photo F (car)

Total marks: 1

WRITING  Task 4

Total marks: 5
5 – Learner answers all of the questions and there is a clear 
story. The story is comprehensible, but will probably contain 
mistakes.
4 – Learner answers all of the questions, but the sentences are 
not really connected to tell a story. Some bits may be a little 
difficult to understand, but it is generally comprehensible.
3 – Learner answers most of the questions, but the reader 
may have to read it more than once to understand it.
2 – Learner’s answer includes at least one phrase that is 
comprehensible and relevant.
1 – Learner’s answer includes some English words.
0 – No attempt to answer or answer is totally 
incomprehensible.

Total marks for Unit 11 review: 15

Unit 12

READING  Task 1

1   astronaut, rocket, spaceship (last two words in any order)
2   planet 3   helmet 4   aliens

Total marks: 6 (1 mark per correctly spelled word)

Task 2

1   sees 2   feels 3   do 4   often 5   because 6   above

Total marks: 6

SPEAKING  Task 3

Learners’ own answers

Total marks: 4

SPEAKING  Task 4

Learners’ own answers

Total marks: 4 (maximum of 3 marks for vocabulary and 
grammar, plus 1 mark for pronunciation)
Vocabulary and grammar
3 – Learner uses a range of vocabulary and simple structures, 
and joins some ideas with the suggested simple linkers.
2 – Learner uses some vocabulary and grammar to answer  
the questions. Uses one or two simple linkers (e.g. and, but).
1 – Learner uses vocabulary to answer some of the questions 
in a limited way. Attempts to use some simple structures but 
basic mistakes may make meaning unclear. No simple linkers / 
only uses and.
Pronunciation
1 – Learner is mostly intelligible and shows some control of 
stress and intonation.
0 – Learner is difficult to understand.

Total marks for Unit 12 review: 17
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Review answer keys and audioscriptsGrammar fun! answer keys
Unit 1 
1 1 before 2   before 3   before 4   After
2 1  Before Sarah went to bed, she finished her homework. / 

Sarah finished her homework before she went to bed.
 2  After Sophia ate dinner, she met her friends. / Sophia met 

her friends after she ate dinner.
 3  Before Oliver went shopping, he played football. / Oliver 

played football before he went shopping.
 4  After David checked his phone, he went out. / David went 

out after he checked his phone.

Unit 2
1 1 D 2   E 3   A 4   B 5   C
2 1 What’s your house like?
 2 What does rock music sound like?
 3 What do spiders taste like?
 4 Michael’s really friendly.

Unit 3
1 1 ’ll eat 2   play 3   ’ll catch 4   Will 5   Do 6   will sing
2  1 won’t get to school 2   ’ll take off my sweater  

3   won’t be at the swimming pool 4   will win the race

Unit 4
1 1 What’s the toy made of?
 2 What are the monsters made from?
 3 The toys are made of plastic.
 4 The monsters are made from paper.
2  1 is made of wood 2   are made of metal  

3   is made of wool 4   is made of glass  
5   are made of paper

Unit 5
1 1 can 2   could 3   could 4   can’t 5   couldn’t
2  1 could invite Holly 2   could be ill 3   could be Harry  

4   could be out

Unit 6
1  1 was watching 2   was studying 3   was playing  

4   was collecting
2  1 was raining 2   saw 3   was eating  

4   was watching, phoned 5   were shopping, lost  
6   was running, fell over

Unit 7
1 1 E 2   A 3   B 4   D 5   C
2  1 has to, work 2   is/’s, use 3   cry, laugh  

4   can, speak 5   Ask, need

Unit 8
1 1 George might enter the competition.
 2 Helen might cycle to Holly’s house.
 3 We might go sledging in the snow.
 4 She mightn’t remember my name.
 5 Might Harry join the chess club?
2 1 Sarah might like cats.
 2 Fatima might have a bike.
 3 Katy might come to Paulo’s party.

Unit 9
1 1 Marco joined our class two weeks ago.
 2 I got Sophia’s email an hour ago.
 3 David slept in a tent a week ago.
 4 The school holidays started a month ago.
 5 How long ago did Betty’s bus arrive?
2  1 finished two hours ago 2   scored, three minutes ago  

3   borrowed, a month ago 4   How long ago, leave

Unit 10
1 1 C 2   A 3   D 4   B
2  1 should drink 2   shouldn’t eat 3   shouldn’t run  

4   should buy 5   should be

Unit 11
1  1 ’s closed / has closed 2   has arrived  

3   ’ve won / have won 4   haven’t finished
2 1 Yes, he has 2   No, they haven’t

Unit 12
1 2 A (I woke up late, so I was late for school.) 
 3 D (I was tired, so I went to bed early.)
 4 B (It’s my friend’s birthday soon, so I’ll buy a present.)
 5 E (The bus didn’t come, so she walked.)
2 1 The programme was boring, so I turned off the TV.
 2 It was windy, so Anna felt cold.
 3 I didn’t want to walk home, so I caught the bus.
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